
Admin stuff, 
Aesthetics definition, 
Aesthetics Tour Part 1
Upcycle Project Info (due Feb 11)

Don't forget to start your design notebook. Doodling counts.

Today: 

AesDes login? Email or talk to Abbie.Rastatter@colorado.edu. First blog post due Weds Jan 23 at 
midnight
CATME survey? Email me
AesDes Perception Survey (Qualtrics) Also email me

Any trouble with 

Clicker question: Rate your background in perspective sketching and/or art drawing

Have only done what's in CAD classA)
Have had some art drawing instructionB)
Have a lot of art drawing instruction and/or experienceC)
Have had a little product design sketching instructionD)
Have had a lot of product sketching instruction and/or experience E)
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Aristotle: form is inseparable from the purpose of art: to represent.

Andy Goldsworthy = example of Formalism (and upcycling) 
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/features/andy-goldsworthys-
ephemeral-works-artwork-that-is-a-testament-to-passing-time-a6694826.html

Clive Bell, 1881-1964: Formalist art critic. "… to be art, must have 'significant form', and 
trigger an 'aesthetic emotion' = an emotion separate from all others. Barrett pg125. 
Evokes the 'yum'. Art is defined by this reaction.
Forsey (Aesthetics of Design) says defining art as possessing a (this) characteristic is too 
narrow. Don't confuse definition with evaluation.Pg26

Your theory? Do you subscribe to Realism, Expressionalism, Formalism, or Post 
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Tim Burton, filmmaker. Vision: macabre, spidery, not really scary, humorous
"the preeminent auteur of gothic outsider angst"

From <http://collider.com/tim-burton-movies-ranked-worst-to-best/> 

https://www.google.com/search?q=tim+burton+filmography&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8
#q=beetlejuice&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgFuLQz9U3MC9KMVfiBLEMCyuSzbUkspOt9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-
nlVufllmavEjRn9ugZc_7glLuU1ac_IaowMXTqVCKlxsrnklmSWVQlJcPFJwezQYpLi44DweAEh-
OjGDAAAA&tbs=kac:1,kac_so:1

Aesthetics Tour

Using an aesthetic as a metric requires art, an artistic vision, to be defined, to set the context for the scale.

Let's look at some specific artistic visions, and the associated artifacts to get a sense of 'an aesthetic'.

Industrial design, including products, graphic, stage, interior, and fashion1)
Engineering or computer design2)
"Immaterial products": techniques, services, processes, urban design3)

The range of artifacts is broad: Design theorist Victor Margolin divides design into three categories:

Images taken from Google search unless otherwise noted.

Your theory? Do you subscribe to Realism, Expressionalism, Formalism, or Post 
Modernism? Some synthesis?

Art can happen accidentally
Art is for communication
Nature by itself is not art, until it is interpreted

I've seen all of Tim Burton's filmsa)
I've seen mostb)
I've seen a fewc)
None, I don't like themd)
I don't know, I don't pay attention to 
directors

e)

I've seen all of Wes Anderson's filmsa)
I've seen mostb)
I've seen a fewc)
None, I don't like themd)
I don't know, I don't pay attention to 
directors

e)
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